
METRIZABILITY OF DECOMPOSITION SPACES

A. H. STONE

1. Introduction. Let/ be a quasicompact continuous mapping of a

metric space 5 onto a topological space E; that is, let/ be a mapping

of S onto E such that a subset F of £ is open (closed) in £ if and

only if f~l(Y) is open (closed) in S. As is well known,1 £ is then

homeomorphic, in a natural way, to the hyperspace of the decomposi-

tion of 5 into the disjoint nonempty sets Fp=f~ï(p) (pEE), while

conversely the hyperspace of every decomposition of 5 into disjoint

nonempty sets Fp arises in this way, essentially uniquely. The object

of this paper is to determine conditions under which £ will be

metrizable. Results of this nature have been known for some time,

particularly for the special case in which / is closed (i.e., f(X) is

closed in £ whenever X is closed in S)—or, equivalently, the case

in which the decomposition {Fp} is upper semi-continuous (i.e., if

FpQU where U is open, there exists an open set F such that FPE V

and every Fq meeting F is contained in U).2 But it seems to have

escaped notice that the problem has a simple complete answer in this

case (Theorem 1), without any assumptions of compactness or

separability.3 We shall also improve some known results about quasi-

compact images of locally compact spaces (Theorems 2 and 3), and

obtain a criterion (Theorem 4) for the metrizability of E when / is

open (i.e., when the decomposition is lower semi-continuous). Here

the conditions we obtain are sufficient but not necessary; however, we

show by examples that they are not superfluous. Finally we apply

Theorem 1 to obtain a simple description of the case in which / is

both open and closed (i.e., when the decomposition is continuous);

it turns out that £ is then always metrizable, with a quite convenient

metric.

2. Closed mappings.

Received by the editors April 22, 1955.

'See [2, p. 65; 5; 10]. In the terminology of [2] "quasicompact continuous"

= "stark-stetig." In the terminology of Bourbaki, E is the space S/R where R is the

equivalence relation corresponding to/ (i.e., xRy*-+f(x) =f(y)).

2 See [9, p. 123; 4]. The term "upper semi-continuous decomposition" has been

used in the literature with several different meanings, but that given above seems to

be generally adopted now. It is equivalent to "stetig Zerlegung" in [2], except that

we do not require Fp to be closed.

8 Another, independent, proof of Theorem 1 has appeared after this paper was

written; see K. Morita and S. Hanai, Closed mappings and metric spaces, Proc. Japan

Acad. vol. 32 (1956) pp. 10-14.
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Theorem 1. Let f be a closed continuous mapping of a metric space

S onto a topological space E. Then the following statements are all equiva-

lent :4

(i) E satisfies the first countability axiom.

(ii) For each pG-E, f~x(P) has a compact frontier (in S).

(iii) E is metrizable.

Remark. E is in any case a Tx space, for each pG-E is of the form

f(x) where (x) is closed. Hence Fp=f~1(p) is closed in S, for each

PEE.
It is enough to prove (i)—»(ii) and (ii)—»(iii).

(i)—>(ii). Let { Wn(p)} (w = l, 2, ■ • • ) be a countable basis of open

neighborhoods of pG-E. If Fr (Fp) is not compact, there is a sequence

{x„} (» = 1, 2, • • • ) of points of Fr (Fp) having no cluster point in

Fr (Fp), and consequently no cluster point in 5. Now f~1(Wn(p)) is

an open set containing Fp; as Fp is closed, x*G/-1(JF»(p)), and so

there exists ynGS—Fp such that ynGf~1(Wn(p)) and p(x„, y„) < 1/«,

p denoting the distance in 5. Let Y= {yn} ; F is closed, since the

sequence {yn} has no cluster point in S (else the sequence {x„}

would). Hence Q=f(Y) must be closed in E. By construction, p(£Q;

yet pGQ since Wn(p) meets Q in f(yn), and this contradicts the closed-

ness of Q.

(ii)—>(iii) The case in which the sets Fp are themselves compact

has been established by S. Hanai,6 and the present proof uses the

same idea as his. We construct for each pG-E a sequence { Wn(p)}

(« = 1, 2, • • • ) of open sets and prove (1) Wi(p)DW2(p)Z)

(2) D« Wn(p) = (p), (3) the sets Wn(p) form a basis at p, (4) given a

positive integer « and a point p oí E, there exists m such that when-

ever Wm(q) meets Wm(p) we have Wm(q)C.Wn(p). By a theorem of

Mrs. Frink [3], £ will then be metrizable.

For any set ACS, write S(X, e) to denote the open e-neighborhood

{y\p(y, A)<e} of A. (If A = 0, S(X, e)=0.) Now write A^
= 5(Fr(Fp), 1/«), U; = N;vlnt(Fp), F^ = U{F4| FqCU»P}, and
Wn(P)=f(Vpl) = {q\FqCUnP}. Thus Wn(p) =£-/(5- UI); and, as
Up is open, it follows from the closedness of/ that Wn(p) and so Vp

are open. Clearly U^DV^Z)FP, so Wn(p)3p. The assertion (1) is

trivial, and (2) follows from (3) since E is T\. To prove (3), let G

be any open set (in E) containing p; then Fr (Fv)QFPCZf~l(G), and

so the closed sets Fr (Fv), S—f~l(G), are disjoint. As Fr (FP) is com-

4 The implication (iii)—»(ii) is due to Valnsteln [7]. If 5 is separable, the implica-

tion (i)—»(iii) is implicit in [lO].

6 See [4]; another proof is implicit in [ll, p. 367]. The general case can be deduced

from the F,-compact case; but, as the proof in [4] has a gap and that in [ll] uses

different basic definitions, it seems preferable to give a direct argument.
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pact, the distance d = p {Fr (Fp), S—f~1(G)} is positive. Take«>l/¿;

then NlCf-^G), and consequently f-ï(G)DUnPDVnv, so that

GDWn(p), q.e.d.
To prove (4), suppose p and n given. If Int (Fp)^0, pick a point

XpEilnt (FP) arbitrarily. Now take m so large that

(a) m>2n,

(b) if Fr (Fp) *0, p(Fr (Fp), S- Vf)>2/m,
(c) if Int (Fp)*0, S(xp, l/m)CFp.

Suppose Wm(q) meets Wm(p) in r, say, where we assume that q^p.

We first show that FtC Vf. Take w E Fr C V?(\V? CU?i\U?. If
wGInt (Ft), then Fq meets F„m and consequently FgQV^QVf as

required. Since wEUqn = A^fUInt (Fq), we may assume now that

WEN?. Again, if w£Int (Fp), then xp exists; also Fp meets V? and

so FPC F8m; hence xpG FsmCInt (FJUN™, and as x^F, (for pj±q)

we have XpEN^, which violates condition (c). Hence wEN^C^N^,

and there exist points x£Fr (Fp), y£Fr (7%), such that p(w, x) < \/m

and p(w, y)<\/m. It follows that p(x, y) <2/m, and condition (b)

shows that yE Vf. As Fg meets F|n, we have FqC Vf.

Next we deduce U^E Ul- The preceding argument has shown that

FgEUf = Af UInt (£„); hence FtCNf. Let 2 be any point of C7f;
then there exists y'EFq such that p(z, y') <l/w<l/2«, from (a).

Since y'ENf, there exists x'GFr (FP) such that p(x', y')<\/2n.

Thus p(x', z)<l/«, so that zEKCUnv. This proves UfEUZ if
p^gjbut if p = g then UfEU^ trivially. Hence FamC F^ in any case,

whence Wm(q)EWn(p), and the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. If the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, and if S

is separable, or locally separable, or compact, or locally compact, then

E also has the corresponding property.

Compactness and separability are preserved by arbitrary continu-

ous mappings. Suppose 5 locally compact; we prove £ locally com-

pact at PEE. Since Fr (Fp) is compact, it is covered by a finite num-

ber of open sets with compact closures. Thus, if « is large enough,

Nl has a compact closure. So therefore have V^i\N^ and (since / is

closed) fiV;fMQ. But, if Fr (Fp)*0, /(F^AQ =/(F£) = Wn(p).
If Fr (Fp) = 0, Fp is an open inverse set, so (p) is a compact neighbor-

hood of p. Finally, the proof for local separability is entirely similar.

Remark. Corollary 1 does not apply to local peripheral compact-

ness.6

Corollary 2. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a metric space

6 A space is locally peripherally compact if every point has arbitrarily small

neighborhoods with compact frontiers. Every O-dimensional space is locally periph-

erally compact.
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5 onto a locally countably compact space E, then E is metrizable (and

consequently the sets Fr (f~x(p)) are compact).

For each point p of E has a sequence of open neighborhoods A„(p)

= {2I FqCS(Fp, 1/n)} with the property H„ A„(p) = (p). Since E is
locally countably compact and regular,7 one easily derives open

neighborhoods Yn(p) of p such that Cl(F„(p)) C An(p), Yn(p)

D F„+i(p), and Cl (Fi(p)) is countably compact; here Cl denotes the

closure. It is a straightforward matter to verify that the sets Yn(p)

form a basis of neigborhoods at p ; hence E satisfies the first axiom of

countability, and Theorem 1 applies.

3. Monotone mappings. The condition that / be closed cannot be

omitted in Theorem 1, in general [2, p. 70, Example 2], even if/ is

open, S a subset of the plane, E a Hausdorff space with a countable

basis, and the sets f~l(p) are all compact. However, in some cases the

closedness of/ follows from the other hypotheses. This is so, for exam-

ple, if 5 is compact and E is Hausdorff. A less obvious example is the

following, which generalizes a theorem of A. V. Martin [5, Theorem

5].

Theorem 2. Let E be the hyper space of a decomposition of a locally

peripherally compact metric space S into connected sets with compact

frontiers; equivalently, let E=f(S) where f is a quasicompact continuous

mapping such that, for each pG-E, f~l(p) is connected and Fr (f~l(p))

is compact. Then, if E is a Hausdorff space, f is closed (and conse-

quently E is metrizable, by Theorem 1) ; further, E is then locally periph-

erally compact.

As before, we write Fp=f~1(p); we first prove that the decomposi-

tion {Fp} of 5 is upper semi-continuous. Given any open set UZ^FP,

cover Fr (Fp) by a finite number of open sets ¿7i, U2, • • ■ , Um such

that UiCU and Fr (Ui) is compact (l^igm). Let V=UX\JU2

\J ■ ■ ■ Ui/mUInt (Fp); then FPCVCU, and the set Fr (V), being

a closed subset of Fr (Z7i)U • ■ • WFr (Um)\JFr (Fp), is compact.

Take W„ = S(Fr (Fp), l/w)UInt (Fp), an open set containing FP; it

is enough to prove that, for some «, every Fq meeting Wn is contained

in V. Suppose this false; then, for each n, we obtain qn£.E such that

Fin meets both Wn and S—V. Since qn9£p (for FPQV), F9n contains

a point y„ of S(Fr (Fp), 1/n), and there exists x„GFr (Fp) such that

p(x„, y„)<l/«. Again, for all n greater than some «o, we have

l/«<p(Fr (Fp), S-V), so that WnQV. Hence Ftn meets both F

and S—V, and so meets Fr (V), say in 2n («>w0).

For a suitable subsequence of values«' of «, we have 2„<—»2GFr ( F),

' In fact, any closed continuous image of a normal space is normal [l0].
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x„<—>x£Fr (Fp), and therefore y„—>x. Now zEFp, since F contains

Fp and is disjoint from Fr (F). Let f(z)=q; then qEE — (p) and

zEFq. Since £ is a Hausdorff space, there exist disjoint open inverse

sets YZjFp, ZZ)Fq. If «' is large enough, yn>EY and zn'EZ; thus

Fq„' meets, and so is contained in, both Y and Z, giving a contra-

diction.

This proves the decomposition upper semi-continuous; the map-

ping/is therefore closed, and Theorem 1 applies. Finally, to prove £

locally peripherally compact, suppose pEE and an open set G3p

given; as above, we construct an open set V~2)FP such that VEf~l(G)

and Fr (F) is compact. Let W= {q\ FqE V} = £-/(£- F), an open

set such that pEWEG. Write X =f~1(W); clearly XEV. Suppose q

is any point of Fr (W); then qEW, so Ft meets S—V. But qEW

= C1 (f(X)) =f(X) (since/ is closed), so qEfÇV) and Fq also meets V.

Being connected, Fq meets Fr (F); hence qEf(Fr (V)). This proves

Fr (IF)C/(Fr (F)), which is compact; thus Fr (W) is also compact,

q.e.d.

4. General quasicompact mappings. The condition that the sets

Fp are all connected cannot be omitted from Theorem 2, even if they

are all compact and 5 is a locally compact subset of the plane; exam-

ples to show this are easily constructed. We have, however, the fol-

lowing theorem (which generalizes another theorem of Martin [5,

Corollary to Theorem 4]), in which the mapping / can in fact be

neither open nor closed.

Theorem 3. Iff is a quasicompact continuous mapping of a locally

compact separable metric space S onto a Hausdorff space E with a

locally countable basis, then E is a locally compact separable metric

space.

Lemma 1. Let f be a quasicompact continuous mapping of a topo-

logical space S onto a Hausdorff space E with a locally countable basis

atpEE, and let { Un} (« = 1,2, • • • ) bean increasing sequence of open

sets of S such that UUnDFp=f~l(p). Then, for somen, p£Int (f(Un)).

Let {Wn} (« = 1, 2, • ■ • ) be a basis of neighborhoods of p; we

may suppose WiDW2Z) ■ • • • Without loss of generality, we may

assume that each <7„ meets Fp. We show that, for some «,/( Un) D Wn.

Suppose not; then, for each «, there is a point qnEWn— f(Un). Write

Q={q*} (77 = 1, 2, • •■••), X=tl(Q)\ as pEQ-Q, Q is not dosed,
and therefore X is not closed and there exists a point xEX—X.

Then f(x)EQ — Q, and it is easy to deduce (from the fact that £ is

Hausdorff and qn—*p) that/(x) =p. Hence xEFp, so xE Un for some

«. Then t/„ — U {f~l(qm), l^m^w} is an open set containing x but
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disjoint from A, contradicting xGA and establishing the lemma.

Lemma 2. If Eis the hyper space of a decomposition {FP} of a locally

compact topological space S, for which each Fr (Fp) is a-compact,* and

if E is Hausdorff and has a locally countable base, then E is locally com-

pact.

As usual, we use/ to denote the natural quasicompact mapping of

5 onto E, so that f~l(p) = FP. By hypothesis, given pG-E, we can

write Fr (Fp)—\jKn (« = 1, 2, • • • ) where K„ is compact. Since S

is locally compact, Kn can be covered by finitely many open sets

with compact closures; in this way we obtain open sets G„DA„ such

that Cl (Gn) is compact and GiC.G2(Z • • • ■ Applying Lemma 1 to

£/„ = G„WInt (Fp), we have pGInt (f(Un)) for some «. If Fr (Fp) ?¿0,

this gives pGInt(/(G„)) C /(C1(G„)), which is compact and closed

in the Hausdorff space E. If Fr (Fp) = 0, (p) is a compact neighbor-

hood of p.

Lemma 3. If E is the hyper space of a decomposition {Fp} of a topo-

logical space S with a countable base, and if E is Hausdorff and has a

locally countable base, then E has a countable base.

(For upper semi-continuous decompositions, this was proved by

Whyburn [10, Theorem 10].)

Let (B= {Bm} be a countable base of open sets of S; we prove E

has a base of the form {Int (f(U))} where U is a finite union of sets

of (B. Given any pG-E and any open set G3p, we have FpQf~1(G),

and can cover Fp by a sequence of sets Bmv Bmv ■ ■ • , of (B, all satisfy-

ing BmiC.f~1(G). Write Un = Bm\J ■ ■ ■ UBmn; by Lemma 1 we have

pGInt (f(Un)) for some «, wheref(Un)C~.G, and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 3. As 5 is here separable metric and locally

compact, the same is true of each Fr(Fp), which is therefore a-

compact. By Lemma 2, £ is locally compact, and therefore regular.

Also E has a countable base, by Lemma 3, and so it is metrizable.

As another immediate consequence of Lemma 3, we have:

Corollary. If f is a quasicompact continuous mapping of a separa-

ble metric space S onto a regular space E with a locally countable base,

then E is separable metric.

The extension of Theorem 3 (and its corollary) to nonseparable

spaces S presents unexpected difficulties. We shall see from examples

(§6) that even an open continuous image of a locally compact metric

space need not be metrizable, even if it is regular (and has a locally

countable base) and the sets Fr (Fp) are compact. One fairly im-

A set is <r-compact if it is the union of countably many compact sets.
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mediate extension of Theorem 3 is as follows.

Theorem 3'. Let f be a quasicompact continuous mapping of a locally

compact metric space S onto a Hausdorff space E with a locally countable

base, and suppose that the sets Fr (f_1(p)) are separable and that E is

paracompact. Then Eis a locally compact metric space.

For the argument proving Theorem 3 here shows that each pEE

has a compact neighborhood of the form f(G) where G is compact.

Since £ is Hausdorff, the mapping/ restricted to G is closed; hence,

by a well-known special case of Theorem 1, f(G) is metrizable. Thus

£ is locally metrizable. Since £ is paracompact, £ has a locally finite

covering by closed metrizable sets, and is therefore [6] metrizable.

The condition in Theorem 3' that £ be paracompact cannot be

dispensed with, in general, even if / is open (§6). I do not know

whether it is superfluous if the sets/_1(p) are assumed to be separable.

If / is open and the sets/-1(p) are separable, the paracompactness of

£ follows from the other hypotheses (see the corollary to Theorem 4

below).

5. Open mappings. If / is open, Theorem 3 has the following ex-

tension to not necessarily separable spaces; perhaps the most inter-

esting feature of the theorem is that none of the hypotheses is super-

fluous (§6).

Theorem 4. If f is an open continuous mapping of a metric, locally

separable space S onto a regular space E, and if for each pEE the set

f~l(p) is separable, then E is metrizable and locally separable.

Lemma 1. The theorem is true if S is separable, and E is then separa-

ble.

This is a special case of the corollary to Theorem 3 ; it is also obvi-

ous directly.

Lemma 2. If f(S)=E, where f is open and continuous and each

f~l(p) is separable, then for every separable subset Y of E, f~l(Y) is

separable.

Let Q= {qm} (m = l, 2, • ■ • ) be a countable subset of F such

that QZJY, and for each 777 let Xm be a countable dense subset of

f~l(qm)- Write X = \JXm; it is easy to see that the countable set X is

dense in/_1(F).

Proof of Theorem 4. By a theorem of Alexandroff [l], S can be

expressed as a union of pairwise disjoint nonempty open sets S\, each

of which is separable. Write S\~S„ to mean that there exists a finite

sequence X=Xo, Xi, • • • , ~Kk=p such that each set /(Sx,..,) meets
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f(S\i) (i — 1, 2, ' • • , k). It is easily verified that ~ is an equivalence

relation. Let the union of the S/s equivalent to Sx be 7\; thus T\ is

open, and Fx and 7V are either identical or disjoint. Further, Fx is

an inverse set, (i.e., equals/""^(/(Fx)). For suppose FP=f~1(p) meets

T\, say in y£FpC\Sß where S„~S\. Ii x is any point of Fp, we have

xGsome S„ and pGf(S,)C\f(Sß); hence S,~Sß~S\, so that xGFx.
Thus FP<ZT\ whenever Fp meets Fx, and T\ is an inverse set. It

follows that the distinct sets/(Fx) are disjoint and open, and they

cover E; to prove the theorem, it will suffice to prove that each

/(Fx) is separable metric, and by Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that

each Fx is separable.

Now let Fx denote the union of those sets SM which can be reached

from Sx in at most n steps—that is, for which there is a sequence

X=Xo, Xi, • • • , Xfc=/x, of the type used to define ~, with k^n.

Clearly T\=TxUTlKJ ■ ■ ■ , and it is enough to prove that each Tl

is separable. Suppose this true for one particular value of «. Then

Fx+1 consists of F" together with those sets S„ for which/(SM) meets

f(Tl)—that is, for which S„ meets/-*(/(F?)). By hypothesis, Tl is
separable; hence so is f(Tl), and Lemma 2 now shows that/-1 (/(F"))

is also separable. It can therefore meet at most countably many of

the disjoint open sets S„. Thus Tl+1 is a union of countably many

separable sets, and is again separable. Since F" = Sx and is separable,

the separability of F" follows for all w; and the theorem is proved.

Corollary. /// is an open continuous mapping of a locally compact

metric space S onto a Hausdorff space E, and if for each pÇ^E the set

f~l(p) is separable, then E is a locally compact metric space. (Compare

Theorem 3'.)

For, from the second lemma to Theorem 3, £ is locally compact,

and therefore regular; now Theorem 4 applies.

6. Counterexamples. The following examples show the need for

the restrictions imposed in Theorems 3, 3' and 4.9 In each case, /

will be an open (and so certainly quasi-compact) continuous mapping

of a metric space S onto a nonmetrizable space E; the openness of/

is easily verified from the fact that E is in each case the hyperspace

of a decomposition {Fp} of S which is lower semi-continuous (that

is, given any open set U meeting Fp, there exists an open set VZ)FP

such that every Fq meeting V meets U). In the first two examples,

S is locally compact; in all three, the openness of/ guarantees that

9 See [2, p. 70, Ex. 1, 2] for examples showing that "Hausdorff" cannot be re-

placed by "Ti" in Theorems 3 and 3' (even if 5 is compact), and that "regular" cannot

be replaced by "Hausdorff" in Theorem 4 (even if 5 is separable).
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£ will have a locally countable base.

(1) For each countable ordinal a, let Ea denote the set of ordinals

not exceeding a; in the usual topology, £« is a compact metric space,

and we suppose it metrized with diameter <1, say with metric pa.

Let 5 be the set of all ordered pairs (a, ß), where a, ß are countable

ordinals and a^ß. Define a distance p on 5 by: p{ (a, ß), (a1, ß')}

= pa(ß, ß') if a=a', 1 otherwise. Thus 5 is the discrete union of the

spaces Ea, and is locally compact (all sets of diameter less than 1 hav-

ing compact closures). The mapping/ given by f(a, ß) =ß is an open

continuous mapping of S onto the space £ of all countable ordinals

(in its usual topology); the corresponding decomposition is {Fg}

where F$= {(a, ß)\a^ß}. Here £ is a completely normal Hausdorff

space, and is locally compact and has a locally countable base, but

is not metrizable.

(2) Our second example is similar, but £ will satisfy fewer separa-

tion axioms; to compensate for this, the sets Fp will have compact

frontiers. Let 7 denote the unit interval O^x^ 1, and let A, R denote

respectively the sets of irrational and rational numbers in 7. For each

aEA, choose one sequence {rn(a)}—»a with rn(a)ER (e.g., by using

the decimal expansion). Now take S=(RXA){UA metrized as fol-

lows: p{(rm(a), a), a} = \/m, p{(rm(a), a), (rn(a), a)} = \ \/m — \/n\,

and all other distances between distinct points are 1. Thus 5 is the

discrete union of sets Sa = (RXa)VJ(a), and Sa consists of a sequence

{(rm(a), a)} converging to a, together with a discrete sequence of

points (the other points (r, a)). Clearly 5 is a locally compact metric

space (all closed sets of diameter less than 1 being compact). Now

map 5 in 7 by: f((r, a)) =r, f(a) =a. The corresponding decomposi-

tion is characterized by FT = {(r, a) \ aEA }, Fa = (a). Each Fr (rER)

is both open and closed in 5, so in any case Fr (Fp) is compact (pEI)

and has, in fact, at most one point. Further, from the fact that each

Fp is either open or consists of a single point, it is immediate that the

decomposition {FP} is lower semi-continuous; thus/is an open con-

tinuous mapping of 5 onto the hyperspace £ of the decomposition,

which is easily seen to consist of 7 with the following topology. A

typical neighborhood of rER is (r); a typical neighborhood of aEA

consists of a together with all points rn(a) for « sufficiently large.

These neighborhoods are closed, as well as open, in £; hence £ is a

regular Hausdorff space. But £ is separable (R is a countable dense

set), yet contains an uncountable discrete set (A); hence £ is not

metrizable. (If the continuum hypothesis is true, £ cannot be normal;

see F. B. Jones, Concerning normal and completely normal spaces,

Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 43 (1937) pp. 671-677.)
(3) In our last example, the sets Fp will themselves be compact,
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though S will no longer be locally separable. Let A = set of all posi-

tive integers, G = set of all mappings g of A in N. Roughly, S will

consist of N, G, a sequence of points converging to each gÇ_G, and c

sequences of points (one for each g(E.G) converging to each «GA.

Precisely, we take S = GU(G X A)UAU(AX G X A), and define a
metric p on S as follows :

. 1 .11
P{g,(g, «)}=—; p{(g,n),(g,m)\=—-\- Unworn;

n n       m

í                  )        l        t                                )        l        l
p\n,(n,g,m)\ = —; p\(n, g,m),(n,g ,m')\ =-h—

m mm

if (g, m) 9± (g', mf) ;

and all other distances between distinct points are 2. It is easily veri-

fied that p is a metric. Note that the points (g, m) and («, g, m) are

isolated, each having distance at least 1/m from any other point.

Decompose S into the 2-point sets Fe„= {(g, «), («, g, g(n))} and

the other single points. The decomposition is lower semi-continuous

(for the sets Fp with more than one point are open), and so cor-

responds to an open continuous mapping f oí S onto the hyperspace

E; further the sets Fp(=f~1(p)) are all compact (having, in fact, at

most 2 points). It is a straightforward matter to verify that £ is a

regular Fi space. Now the sets/(G),/(A) are disjoint and closed in £;

if £ were normal, there would be disjoint open sets tO/(A), FD/(G).

Then NQf~1(U), which is open in S; hence, for each «GA, we can

choose m = h(n) (say) large enough for S(«, l/(m — l))Qf~l(U), and

this gives/(«, g, h(n))(E.U. This is true for all gÇ.G, and so in par-

ticular for g = /s; thus/(&, «)=/(«, h, h(n))£U, for all «GA. But if

« is large enough, (h,n)GS(h, l/(«-l))C/~l(F), so that/(Â, «)GF,

contradicting UC\V = 0. Thus £ is not normal, and so certainly not

metrizable.10

7. Open-closed mappings. We conclude by considering the case in

which the mapping / of the metric space S is simultaneously open

and closed—or, equivalently, in which the decomposition {Fp} of

S is continuous (i.e., both upper and lower semi-continuous). The

essential content of the following theorem is due to Wallace [8], but

Theorem 1 makes the proof very simple.

10 Incidentally, example (3) answers a question raised in [2, p. 70 ] by giving a

decomposition of a normal space for which the hyperspace is regular but not normal.

Another example answering this question has been given by T. Ganea, On the Prüfer

manifold and a problem of Alexandroff and Hopf, Acta Scientiarum Math. vol. 15

(1954) pp. 231-235.
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Theorem 5. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a decomposition

of a metric space S into disjoint nonempty closed sets Fp to be continuous

are:

(a) Each Fp is either open or compact.

(b) Given a compact Fp and e >0, there exists 5 > 0 such that whenever

p(Fp, Fq) <5 we have d(Fp, Fq) <e (d denoting the Hausdorff distance).

To prove (a) and (b) necessary, we note that the decomposition

space £ now has a locally countable basis (for the corresponding

mapping/ of S onto £ is open), so by Theorem 1 each Fr (Fp) is com-

pact. If Int (Fp)=0, this proves Fp compact. If Int (Fp)y^0,

/(Int (Fp)) = (p) is open in E, so Fp is open in 5. Thus (a) follows; and

(b) is now a routine restatement of upper and lower semi-continuity.

Conversely, if (a) and (b) are given, it is easy to deduce that the

decomposition is both upper and lower semi-continuous.

Corollary.11 Iff(S) = E, where f is an open, closed, continuous map-

ping of a metric space S, then E is metrizable, with metric a given by

o{P,q)=d(j-Kp),f-l((l)).
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